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It’s far less famous than
Sydney’s but Brisbane
also has a bridge you can
climb — the Story Bridge
(sbac.net.au). And as the
tour guide mentioned, it didn’t
need imported materials so it’s
a true Aussie icon! You can choose
to come down by abseiling

Butterflies and bomb shelters make odd bedfellows
for Queensland’s historic capital, writes Alan Pearey
HE ‘BATTLE of
Brisbane’ moniker
has been used to
describe more
than one fierce
rugby match of
the past, but few
visitors realise just how closely
Queensland’s principal city is
entwined with real war.
Founded as a prisoner colony
in 1825, Brisbane was the US base
for the Pacific campaign during
World War Two and the
city’s population shot
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up from 300,000 to
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700,000 in 1941-42
Situated on a former
after a massive
cemetery, the ground
influx of American
hosts two Lions games
troops. Why
length as a cricket
used to run U2’s stage lighting.
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Brisbane? Because it
pitch), is a bustling
Brisbane Greeters offer free
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on 22 June
was just out of reach of
cache of treasures, with tours that depart from the Queen
the Japanese bombers.
its history so young that
Street Mall visitor centre daily at
General Douglas MacArthur
you can reach out and touch it.
10am (brisbanegreeters.com.au).
coordinated the Allied Forces
The war-time bomb shelters –
They last two to four hours, for
from an office in Edward Street,
companies with 50 or more
up to six people, and you’ll learn
using a voice-coded Sigsaly
employees were required by law
heaps. Ask your guide to relate the
machine invented by legendary
to build one – were made into bus
bloody story of Patrick Mayne,
code-breaker Alan Turing.
shelters, and you can
the 19th-century
DID YOU KNOW?
Today MacArthur’s chambers
see them around the
Irish butcher
332,000 Australians,
are a museum (mmb.org.au).
city, especially by the
whose wealth has
all volunteers, fought
The sheer number of outsiders
world-famous Gabba.
done much for
for the British empire
during WW1. Over
in the city created tension: there
Any new buildings
Brisbane but to the
60,000 of them died,
was antagonism towards US
must allocate 1% of
chagrin of many.
with 212,000 more
soldiers – ‘overpaid, over-sexed
space to public art
Walk or cycle
wounded — the highest
injured ratio (64%) of
and over here’ – and in November and look closely and
the city – there are
any combatant nation
1942 two nights of fighting
it’s everywhere, such
200 bike stations
and rioting erupted in another
as the street-light animals
within 7km of the CBD – and then
’Battle of Brisbane’ that was
sculptured by Henry Moore’s
imbibe at a local watering hole.
hushed up during the war.
grandnephew, or the stunning
Welsh fans packed into Jimmy’s
No such friction today. The city,
100m x 25m butterfly pattern that on the Mall last year while the
with its streets named after kings
masks a car park and lights up at
restaurant precinct of Albert
and queens and all but the main
night, but never in the same way
Street should also prove popular
drag one chain wide (the same
twice. It was created by a guy who with the Lions hordes.
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City in bloom: the Brisbane River is
named after an ex-Governor of NSW
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Just 300m from Suncorp,
the Classic Brewery Tour
shows you the workings
of a heritage-listed site
(xxxxbrewery tour.com.
au). Learn about the history of
beer, the brewing process and
the latest technology… then get
some XXXX down your neck

Don’t miss

Depending on the tide, you can
kayak under the Story Bridge to
Mowbray Park. Or paddle the other
way to see the Botanical Gardens,
Maritime Museum and South Bank
parklands. Just don’t expect a
chatty guide! See riverlife.com.au

Don’t miss

Step on it: painted faces in Kelvin Grove.
Brisbane puts a high premium on public art
Local knowledge: Brisbane Greeters offer
free tours. Routes vary so check the schedule

The meat pie is the food of choice
during matches, and don’t be put
off if you see signs for bugs — it’s
a type of lobster. For extra special
nosh, we recommend Tartufo in
Fortitude Valley (tartufo.com.au),
a classic Italian restaurant.
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Cuddle a koala or feed
kangaroos at the world’s
first and largest koala
sanctuary, Lone Pine
(koala.net). It’s just
12km from Brisbane and will give
you some guaranteed cheesy
holiday snaps to show your
mates when you get home
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